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This updated third edition of Quality Research Papersâ€”fast becoming a standard reference

textbook for writing research papers in the fields of religion and theologyâ€”gives improvements and

added material for such things as the expanding field of online research and doing church-related

research in a professional manner. Because so many new developments have taken place in the

field of research, especially in terms of electronic research, this handy reference explores the ways

to do research on the internet, including how to document such research. Quality Research Papers

offers great opportunities to students today, especially in distant learning situations, to determine

which resources can be used and which should be rejected. For this reason Nancy Vyhmeister

brought in Terry Robertson, Seminary Librarian at Andrews University and professor of the

seminary masterâ€™s level research courses. His expertise in library, computers, and the Internet

are invaluable to the book. In addition to substantial, current information on electronic resources and

online research, this third edition preserves all of the features of the original editions, now presented

in a newly revised, more logical order.
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Nancy Jean Vyhmeister has written a thoughtful, considerate, and readable technical manual on the

art of writing quality research papers. The two chapters: "Theses and Dissertations" (XVIX), and

"D.Min. Projects" (XX), are especially directed to graduate students in theology. Quality Research

Papers, itself, serves as an illustration of its substantive content. It is the type of reference that a

D.MIN. candidate, and other thesis/dissertation writers, would be well advised to have readily



available, so as to be reminded about and to be able to check upon the details of their graduate

compositions. The concluding sentence: "May your D.Min. Project bring satisfaction to you and glory

to God" (2001:200), is truly a two way blessing. Vyhmeister in offering her blessing was also

blessed by meeting her goal of producing a manual and a model.For a text originally written in

Spanish in 1980 (2001:ix), and published in English translation in 1989, it is still au courant.

Vyhmeister pays introductory homage to the work of Kate L. Turabian's The Chicago Manual of

Style, as an essential source for those who need: "even more detailed instructions" (2001:ix). She is

particularly considerate in describing what `research' is and what `research' is not (2001:1-5). The

key, according to Vyhmeister, is for the dissertation writer to focus in as objective a way as is

humanly possible on the subject matter under consideration and present the truth with all due

humility.In a step-by-step process, Vyhmeister leads her reader through the basic steps of

discovering pertinent resource materials, choosing a topic, "defining the problem" (2001:23 - 25), to

writing an outline.
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